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Statement of Purpose
To compare the performance characteristics of various cook stoves, three testing plans have
been developed by team P11451 to be integrated with a designed test stand. The first and most widely
used test is the Water Boil Test (WBT) (see http://www.pciaonline.org/node/1048). This test includes
boiling a pot of water through a cold start, hot start, and simmer phase to help characterize time to boil,
thermal efficiency, specific fuel consumption, carbon monoxide and particulate emissions. By
developing a repeatable test procedure for the WBT, data obtained can benchmarked against published
data and aid with the design of future stoves.
The second test that has been developed is a Modified Water Boil Test (ModWBT). This test
serves as a guide for design teams to quickly characterize the performance of a certain stove by
changing an input and analyzing the impact it has on the output. This test is very similar to the original
Water Boil Test except it only has a cold start and a shortened simmer phase to cut down on test time to
receive quicker results.
However, to truly characterize a stove’s cooking performance, a third test plan has been
developed, a Controlled Cooking Test (see http://www.pciaonline.org/node/1050). Instead of boiling a
pot of water on a desired stove, a cooking task has to be defined, that is a traditional meal
representative of the marketed country for stove use. (Such as a “rice and beans” dish or porridge) This
test is designed to compare the performance of an improved cook stove to a traditional stove through
the use of a traditional cooking task. It is important to note that this test should closely mirror
traditional cooking practices by using a traditional pot and any other traditional cooking practices used
including fire starting techniques. The desired output of this test is the time to cook a traditional meal,
specific fuel consumption, emissions output, and relative stove performance.
It is also important to note that each test should be run numerous times so that testers gain
familiarity with testing plans, procedures, and equipment so that test results become repeatable,
statistically precise and valid to reference.
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High Level Flow of Process
Identify what test to run
Page 1

Determine which stove to use
Page 2

Set up the equipment and
materials needed
Page 4-5

Follow the specific test
instructions
Page 6-10

Run the test
10-12

Collect and Record Data
Page 13-16

Make observations along with
recording any modifications
made in each test
Page 12

Analyze the Data
Page 12
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Software Instructions
1
3+4
Materials Needed for Software Installation
1. Omega Thermal Couple Digital Reader
Model # HH802U
2. Omega Thermal Couple software CD
3. EL-USB-CO Data Logger
4. EL-USB-CO software CD
5. Laptop with Windows 7 or XP
6. Excel Template File “CookStove Analysis WBT.xltm”
*Note for the actual tests you will need the thermal couples, but they are not needed for software
installation.

Software Installation
Windows 7
1. Insert Thermal couple CD
2. Install program to desktop using on screen instructions
3. Remove Thermal Couple CD
4. DO NOT USE EL-USB-CO CD. Go to http://www.lascarelectronics.com/downloadinstructions.php?download=latest to download the EL-USB-CO program for the appropriate
operating system (32 or 64 bit).
5. Follow on screen instructions and install Easy Log software to desktop.
Windows XP
1. Insert Thermal couple CD
2. Install program to desktop using on screen instructions
3. Remove Thermal Couple CD
4. Insert EL-USB-CO software CD.
5. Follow on screen instructions and install Easy Log software to desktop.
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Test Procedure Materials List

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Test Stand and exhaust flue (chimney)
Stove
Rice and Beans Pot (wide flat bottom)
1 Cookie Sheet
More than 1.5kg Charcoal
Lighter
~6 pages of newspaper
Stopwatch
Fire extinguisher
Fireproof Gloves
Laptop (w/ software installed)
Measuring Cups
Plastic bin(s)
Particulate Matter Assembly
Vacuum Pump
2 Filters
Filter Assembly with tubing
2 Thermocouple Readers
USB Cable
3 Thermocouples connected to a thermocouple reader
1 should be immersed into the water
1 should be in the fire
1 should be attached to the inner wall for ambient temperature
Scale
Power Cable
2 square shaped insulators to be placed between scale and cookie sheet

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Power source
EL USB CO Meter
2 Cups Red/Black Dried Beans
4 cups rice
2 tsp pepper
18 cups water (4.25 L) for cooking
6 cups water (separate for bean soaking)
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Pretest Procedure
1. Before preparing dried beans, place them in a colander, sort through them thoroughly, and
remove any tiny pebbles or other debris. Rinse under cold water.
2. Soak 2 cups of dried red or black beans in 6 cups of water for 6 hours

!

For rapid absorption bring to gentle boil then remove and let sit for 1 to 2 hours

Test Setup Procedure
3. Print out the data sheet and open up MS Excel Template “CookStove Analysis Kitchen.xltm”

!

Make sure when you save the file to include date and stove type in the filename.
(eg CookStove Analysis Kitchen Stovetec 4-25-2011)

!

Also saving as a non-macro enable spreadsheet will disable the sheets ability to analyze
data, so finish analysis before saving or save as .xlsm file.
4. Weigh of four (4) 47 mm Cambridge-type Particulate Matter (PM) filters by using the analytical
balance scale located in the room 09/2180. (Filter part # 47mm/pack from Performance
Systematix Inc.)

!

Note to decrease error, measure the initial and final masses of the filters together (all of
the filters at once m=~1.4g)

5. After initial mass measurements, mount both filters in separate compartments of the filter
assembly as shown below. Make sure to tighten the threaded portions very securely.
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6. Place plastic pipes at the entrance and exit valves of the filter assembly.
TO
PUMP

FROM
CHIMNEY

7. Locate the scale on the diffuser in the test stand, plug its cable in to the power supply and leave
it “ON” during the test. (Switch located on right side under the scale)
8. Mount the exhaust flue (chimney pipe) on top of the test stand (Male to female and vice versa)
and make sure connections are flush to minimize leaks.

!

For safety purposes, use ladder to be able to reach flue mounting location.

9. Place 1 kg. of lump charcoal into a plastic bin by taring bin then adding charcoal. Repeat for
another bin-this will be used in the “hot start” portion of the test.
*Note it was not found that size had a significant effect on testing.

10. Obtain about three pages of news paper or packing paper in order to use for a starter. Record
the mass used in the spreadsheet.
11. Measure mass of pot being used, and record for future use
12. Place 4.25 L of water into the pot. Repeat in second pot for “hot start”

!

Try to minimize variability of initial water temperature by obtaining consistent initial
water temperatures for each test.

!

The initial water temperature should be in the range of 19 °C to 21 °C.
13. Place a lone thermocouple (TC) on the side of the test stand and locate the tip of TC
approximately in the center of the water about 2 to 3 cm from the bottom of the pot for this
particular test. Make sure the TC Reader is placed outside of the test stand so that it is not
exposed to high temperatures.

!

Do your best to tape the wire for each thermocouple to the wall of the test stand so that
the weight of the TC will not change as the test proceeds.
14. Plug USB port into the thermal couple and computer and turn meter on.
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15. Place the other thermal couple in the center of the charcoal to record the fire temperature.

!

Double check the type of the thermocouple display on the screen of the thermocouple
reader. It should be set as “K” type.

!

16.
17.
18.
19.

A third thermal couple can be recorded by hand to log ambient temperature inside the
test stand near the door.
Open the application “HH800SW” on the laptop
Select “OK” when prompted to check meter
Select “AUTO” under the ComPort Setup (this usually takes ~30 seconds)
Click the graph button in the top left corner of the window

20. From this window select 10 second time intervals

21. Select Record at the bottom left, then specify the name of the .xls file, and the folder where you
want the data file to be saved. The desktop is fine since the file will later be deleted when the
data is copied into the test templates, so naming is relatively unimportant.
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*NOTE select the “current folder” button (below), you don’t need to put a name in the
file name. The file will be named under the name prompt.

22. The thermal couples (and temperature logging) now should be ready for testing.

!

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

Hit start recording only when you are actually ready to begin the test at step 32.
Plug EL-USB-CO into USB port and open “EasyLog USB”
Select “Set up and start the USB Data Logger”
Select agree to the Logger’s safety agreement, and hit next
Select the sample rate of 10 second intervals and hit “Next” (The name does not matter)
Deactivate all alarm systems by deselecting the box labeled “Enable LED Indicator” and hit
“Next”
The CO meter is now ready to test

!

Hit start recording only when you are actually ready to begin the test at step 31.
29. Collect the initial data values listed below by adding the necessary items (i.e. add fuel to stove,
paper into charcoal, etc.)

!
!
!
!

DO NOT FORGET TO TARE THE SCALE BEFORE EACH MEASUREMENT. Make sure the
scale is reads 0.000 (Push “TARE” twice) before adding any additional equipment or
masses.
CLOSE THE DOOR OF THE TEST STAND DURING MASS MEASUREMENTS TO MINIMIZE
NOISE EFFECTS SUCH AS WIND
When adding paper, attempt to distribute it evenly across the charcoal (i.e. don’t
dump all paper in one location, and you will need lots at the bottom)
Note the pot mass should have been measured before the test, and should stay
constant for all tests.
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Masses (kg)
Environmental Conditions Flow Rate (if applicable, measure the Voltage)
Pot
Wind
Pot and Water
Ambient temperature( C )
Fuel
Base (Stove and Skirt)
(if applicable)
Base & Fuel
Base, Fuel &
Paper
Base, Fuel, Paper, Pot,
Water, Thermocouple
TC
31. Start the CO logger immediately by selecting “Finish” and insert into the test stand

!

CO Meter should be inserted up to the LED’s and have red cap facing outward (see
picture below)

32. Immediately after, start recording the temperature data so that the two are roughly “synced”.
a. As long as you can recognize where the test begins in the data (IE large jump in fire
temp) then you can correct for lag between start of data collection and start of the
actual test by deleting the first few data points.
33. Start the PM pump and exhaust fan.

Test Instructions
1. Immediately start the fire and allow to heat up for ten minutes (a pot may choke out the paper
initially so it is best to leave it off for now)
2. Simultaneously, start the stop watch.
3. CO and temperature data will be recorded every 10 seconds, but mass data and ambient temp
will need to be recorded manually every minute.
4. After ten minutes (and with a red fire in the charcoal) add the pot onto the stove and insert the
water temp thermal couple)
5. Wait until the water boils (Water Temp ≥ 98 C).
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6. Collect the intermediate data values listed below when boiling observed:

!

CLOSE THE DOOR OF THE TEST STAND DURING EACH MASS MEASUREMENTS

Intermediate Masses (kg)
Base, Fuel, Pot, Water & TC
Base & Fuel
Time to reach 98 C (minutes)
7. Add the previously soaked red/black beans into the boiling water and keep the water at a
simmer.
a. It may be necessary to add charcoal in order to keep the fire hot. If temperature starts
to decrease to less than 95 °C add a handful of charcoal-but be sure to record the
change in mass as a note on the data sheet!
8. Continue to simmer the beans for another 45 minutes (or until beans are soft) recording mass
every minute.
9. Collect the intermediate data values listed below when boiling observed:

!

CLOSE THE DOOR OF THE TEST STAND DURING EACH MASS MEASUREMENTS

Intermediate Masses (kg)
Base, Fuel, Pot, Water, Beans & TC
Base & Fuel
Simmer time (~45 minutes)
10. Add 4 cups of rice into the pot.
11. Continue to collect the CO, temperature and mass data during the rice cooking phase for
another 15 minutes or until rice is soft and fluffy.
12. When simmering ends, measure the final data values listed below:

!
!

DO NOT FORGET TO TARE THE SCALE BEFORE EACH MEASUREMENT. Make sure the scale
is reading 0.00 (Push “TARE” twice) before adding any additional equipment or masses.
CLOSE THE DOOR OF THE TEST STAND DURING EACH MASS MEASUREMENTS

Final Masses (kg)
Base, Fuel, Pot, Water & TC
Base & Fuel
Pot, Water, Beans and Rice
Simmer Time (~15 minutes)
13. Turn off the PM pump and exhaust fan
14. Hit the stop logging button in the HH800SW window. This will stop and save the excel file to be
used in the analysis portion
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15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

26.
27.

28.
29.
30.
31.

Remove the EL USB CO logger from the test stand and into a USB port on the laptop.
Open “Easy Log USB”
Select “Stop the USB Data Logger and download data”
Hit “OK”
Save the text file where desired
a. This is a backup to the Excel file which will be created soon
From the displayed graph, hit “Export” to save the file in Excel.
a. Excel will open automatically
Save the Excel file to the desktop
a. Again these are backups that will ultimately be deleted.
Safely dump the charcoal into the metal charcoal collection receptacle near the dumpster
behind the machine shop.
Let the stove cool down.
Return the test stand to the lab area.
Move the fire temperature, water temperature, and CO data onto the data tab in the excel
template file.
a. There should be minimal amount of data manipulation here, but if you did not start the
fire immediately after the CO meter started then you will need to delete some initial
data points. The same goes for temperatures, and can also be applied for post-test
delays.
With masses, temperatures, and CO all filled in for all tests, select “Analyze”, and excel will fill in
all appropriate times, graphs, and analysis.
Place the PM filters in a petri dish for 24 hours so that water condensation can evaporate and
only PM will remain on the filters.
a. Return after 24 hours and record the mass measurement of PM.
Enter data into empty fields under the “statistical” tab in the MS Excel template file. These
values should correspond to the data that you collected during the test.
Safely drain the water from the rice and beans using a colander and rinse the rice and beans in
cold water.
Add 2 teaspoons of rice (or more if spice desired) to add flavor to rice. Curry can work too.
You’re done!
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Appendix 1 Data Sheet
Date:

Stove Type:

Initial Masses (kg):
Pot
Pot and Water
Fuel(Charcoal)
Paper Weight
Base
Base & Fuel
Base, Fuel & Paper
Base, Fuel, Paper, Pot, Water, & TC

Environmental Conditions
Wind Gust Speed
Ambient temperature (°C)

Cold Start
Water T (°C)

Time (min)

Total Weight (kg)

Ambient Temp (°C)

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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Transitional Masses (kg):
Base, Fuel, Pot and Water
Base & Fuel
Time to boil Water (min)
Amount of BEANS added (kg)
With BEANS
Water T (°C)

Time (min)

Total Weight

Ambient Temp (°C)

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
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33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
Transitional Masses (kg):
Base, Fuel, Pot and Beans
Base & Fuel
Time to boil BEANS (min)
Amount of RICE added (kg)
With RICE
Water T (°C)

Time (min)

Total Weight

Ambient Temp (°C)

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
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14
15
16
17
18
19
20
Final Masses (kg):
Base, Fuel, Pot, Food & TC (kg)
Base & Fuel (kg)
Pot and Food (kg)
Time to Cook Food (min)
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Appendix 2 Testing Equations
1.

mw C w Tw  mevap LH

Thermal Efficiency (%) =

m fuel HV fuel  mLF HVLF

where mw=mass of water (kg), Cw=heat capacity of

water (1 kcal/kg°C), ΔTw=change in water temperature (°C), mevap=mass of water evaporated (kg),
LH=latent heat of water (540 kcal/kg), Δmfuel=change in fuel mass (kg), HVfuel=heating value of fuel (7063
kcal/kg), mLF=mass of lighter fluid added (kg), and HVLF=heating value of the lighter fluid (11833 kcal/kg).
2.

Power Output (kW) =

m fuel HV fuel  mLF HVLF
t / 60

1
where Δmfuel=change in fuel mass (kg),
860.42

HV=heating value of fuel (7063 kcal/kg), mLF=mass of lighter fluid added (kg), HVLF=heating value of the
lighter fluid (11833 kcal/kg), and t=test time (min). Note the 60 term is to convert time to hours, and the
1/860.42 is to convert from kcal/hr to kW.
3.

Firepower (kW) =

m fuel HV fuel
60t

4.184 where Δmfuel=change in fuel mass (kg), and HV=heating value of

fuel (7063 kcal/kg). Note the 60 term is to convert minutes to seconds, and the 4.184 term is used to
convert kcal/s to kW.
4.

Particulate Matter (g) =

m filters
SR

where Δmfilters=mass of particulate matter [mf-mi] on the filters (g), and

SR=Sampling ratio (below).
5.

Sampling Ratio (%) =

VFilter
where VFilter= flow rate through the filter/pump assemble (~25.1 LPM), and
VExhaust

the VExhaust=flow rate through the exhaust flue (~5777 LPM). (SR=~ 0.00435)
6.

Carbon Monoxide (g) =



t

0

f (CO)dt , however this will need to be done numerically which will take the

 mgCO / m 3 air 
 m 3 air  n y I 1  yi
 * 5.777
 * 
(t i 1  t i ) where y represents the ppm
ppm
2


 min  i 1

form 1.23

 mgCO / m3air 

ppm



value of CO, and t is time in minutes (this is simply the trapezoid rule). Note that 1.23 

is a constant based on standard air (http://www.lenntech.com/calculators/ppm/converter-parts-per3
million.htm), and 5.777 m /min is the flow rate through the exhaust flue. Another way to look at
integration is that the mass of CO is given by

m[CO]  Area[ ppm * min] *





1.23[mgCO / m 3 air ]
* 5.777[m 3 air / min]
[ ppm]

Cw=1 kcal/kg (http://nebula.deanza.edu:16080/~dickson/4C/Heat%20Capacity.pdf)
LHw=540 kcal/kg (http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=112565)
HVfuel=29,600 kJ/kg=~7063 kcal/kg (http://www.engineeringtoolbox.com/fuels-higher-calorific-valuesd_169.html)
HVLF=48,000 kJ/kg=11833 kcal/kg (http://www.engineeringtoolbox.com/fuels-higher-calorific-valuesd_169.html)
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Appendix 3 Testing Permission
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